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1. The world’s four major trading currencies are all free to float against each other. They 

include all the following except  

a. The British Pound 

b. The Japanese Yen 

c. The Spanish Peso 

d. The UD Dollar 

 

 

2. Not a profit Maximizing Business is_____. 

a. International Monetary Fund 

b. International bank for Reconstruction and Development 

c. International Financial Corporation 

d. World Trade Organization 

 

 

3. Gifts and Relief are _______. 

a. Merchandise Payment 

b. Service Payment 

c. Factory Income 

d. Transfer Payment 

 

 

4. Nations that have major economic expansion attract______ 

a. Imports 

b. Direct Foreign Investment 

c. Exports 

d. Privatization 

 

5. The term Euro Currency Market refers to_____. 

a. The countries which have adopted Euro as their currency 

b. The market in which Euro is exchanged for other currencies 

c. The market where the borrowing and lending of currencies take place outside the 

country of issue 

d. The international foreign exchange market 

e.  

6. Bond issued simultaneously in several global financial center is _______. 

a. Domestic Bond 

b. Foreign Bond 

c. Global Bond 

d. Euro Bond 

 

 

7. IMF is firm of ____. 

a. 190 Member Countries 



b. 182 Member Countries 

c. 186 Member Countries 

d. 183 Member Countries 

 

 

 

8. In a quote exchange rate, the currency that is to purchase with another currency is 

called_______. 

a. Liquid Currency 

b. Foreign Currency 

c. Local Currency 

d. Base Currency 

 

9. Which of the following theories suggests that firms seek to penetrate new markets over 

time?  

a. Theory of Comparative Advantage 

b. Imperfect Market Theory 

c. Product cycle theory 

d. Both a and b 

 

 

10. US Dollar denominated band issued in US domestic Market_____. 

a. Yankee Bond 

b. Bull dog Bond 

c. Samurai Bond 

d. Dual Bond 

 

11. Determination of forward rates is explained by_______ 

a. Purchasing power parity theory 

b. Uncovered interest arbitrage 

c. Demand and Supply for spot currency 

d. demand and supply of currency in future 

 

 

12. Which of the following institution cannot be included in the International Financial and 

Monetary System?  

a. WTO 

b. Bank of International Settlements 

c. IMF 

d. World Bank 

 

13. Cash and carry arbitrage explains the determination of______ 

a. Forward Rates for currencies 

b. Spot rates for currencies 

c. Both forward and spot rates for currencies 

d. Penalty for non- execution of forward contracts 

 

 

14. International Monetary Fund is headquartered in ___ 

a. Washington, United States 



b. New York City, United States 

c. Geneva, Switzerland 

d. Avenue Du Mont Blanc, Switzerland 

 

 

15. The margin for a currency future should be maintained with the clearing house by_____. 

a. The buyer 

b. The seller 

c. Both the buyer and the seller 

d. Either the buyer or the seller as per the agreement between them 

 

16. The marking to market in respect of a currency future refers to______. 

a. Putting up for sale specific lot of futures 

b. Adjusting the margin money of buyer and seller to reflect the current value of futures 

c. Quoting rates for different maturities 

d. Allotting futures among different brokers 

 

 

17. The marketing to market of a futures contract is done_________. 

a. Daily, based on the opening price for the day 

b. Weekly, based on the opening price for the week 

c. Daily, based on the closing price for the previous day 

d. Weekly based on the closing price for the previous week 

 

 

18. In India currency –notes issue system is based on_______. 

a. Proportional Reserve System 

b. Minimum Reserve System 

c. Fixed Exchange Rate System 

d. Fully Convertibility System 

 

 

19. European Economic Community founded in______. 

a. 1957 

b. 1958 

c. 1963 

d. 1968 

 

 

20. The following statement with respect to currency option is wrong_______. 

a. Call option will be used by exporters 

b. Put option gives the buyer the right to sell the foreign currency 

c. Foreign currency- Rupee option is available in India 

d. An American option can be executed on any day during its currency 

 

 

21. For contingency exposure of foreign exchange, the best derivative that can be used to 

hedge is_________. 

a. Forwards 



b. Futures 

c. Options 

d. Swaps 

 

 

22. Japan yen dominated Bond issued in Japan domestic Market__________. 

a. Yankee Bond 

b. Samurai Bond 

c. Bull dog Bond 

d. Dual Bond 

 

 

23. An option at-the-money when______.  

a. The strike price is greater than the spot price, in the case of a call option 

b. The strike price is greater than spot price, in the case of a put option 

c. The option has a ready market 

d. The strike price and the spot price are the same 

 

 

24. The intrinsic value of a call option is______. 

a. Strike price - Underlying Price 

b. Underlying price - Strike Price 

c. Strike price > Underlying price 

d. Strike price < Underlying price 

 

 

25. Which of the Countries did not become a member of the Economic and Monetary Union 

as on Jan 1, 1999.  

a. Britain 

b. France 

c. Germany 

d. Italy 

 

 

26. If portable disk players made in China are imported into the United States, the Chinese 

manufacturer is paid with 

a.  International monetary credits.  

b. Dollars.  

c. Yuan, the Chinese currency.  

d. Euros, or any other third currency. 

 

 

27. In the foreign exchange market, the ________ of one country is traded for the ________ 

of another country.  

a.  currency; currency  

b. currency; financial instruments  

c. currency; goods  

d. goods; goods 

 



 

28. Largest number of buyers and sellers, greater the  

a.  liquidity  

b. speculation  

c.  hedging  

d. forward rate 

 

 

29. By definition, currency appreciation occurs when  

a. The value of all currencies fall relative to gold.  

b. The value of all currencies rise relative to gold.  

c. The value of one currency rises relative to another currency.  

d. The value of one currency falls relative to another currency. 

 

 

30. Given a home country and a foreign country, purchasing power parity suggests that:  

a.  the home currency will appreciate if the current home inflation rate exceeds the 

current foreign inflation rate 

b. the home currency will depreciate if the current home interest rate exceeds the 

current foreign interest rate;  

c. The home currency will depreciate if the current home inflation rate exceeds the 

current foreign inflation rate.  

d. the home currency will depreciate if the current home inflation rate exceeds the 

current foreign interest rate;  

 

31. If purchasing power parity were to hold even in the short run, then:  

a.  real exchange rates should tend to decrease over time;  

b. Quoted nominal exchange rates should be stable over time.  

c. real exchange rates should tend to increase over time;  

d. real exchange rates should be stable over time;  

 

 

32. Interest Rate Parity (IRP) implies that:  

a.  Interest rates should change by an equal amount but in the opposite direction to the 

difference in inflation rates between two countries  

b. The difference in interest rates in different currencies for securities of similar risk 

and maturity should be consistent with the forward rate discount or premium for the 

foreign currency  

c. The interest rates between two countries start in equilibrium, any change in the 

differential rate of inflation between the two countries tends to be offset over the 

long-term by an equal but opposite change in the spot exchange rate  

d. In the long run real interest rate between two countries will be equal  

 

 

33. A forward currency transaction:  

a.  Is always at a premium over the spot rate  

b. Means that delivery and payment must be made within one business day 

(USA/Canada) or two business days after the transaction date  

c. Calls for exchange in the future of currencies at an agreed rate of exchange  



d. Sets the future date when delivery of a currency must be made at an unknown spot 

exchange rate  

 

 

34.  If inflation is expected to be 5 per cent higher in the United Kingdom than in 

Switzerland:  

a.  purchasing power parity would predict that the UK spot rate should decline by about 

5 per cent;  

b. the theory of purchasing power parity would predict a drop in nominal interest rates 

in the United Kingdom of approximately 5 per cent;  

c. expectations theory would suggest that the spot exchange rates between the two 

countries should remain unchanged over the long run;  

d. The efficient market hypothesis suggests that no predictions can be made under a 

system of freely floating rates.  

 

 

 

35.  The date of settlement for a foreign exchange transaction is referred to as:  

a. Clearing date  

b. Swap date  

c.  Maturity date  

d.  Value date  

36.  Hedging is used by companies to:  

a. Decrease the variability of tax paid  

b. Decrease the spread between spot and forward market quotes  

c. Increase the variability of expected cash flows  

d. Decrease the variability of expected cash flows  

 

 

37. Which of the following is not a type of foreign exchange exposure?  

a.  Tax exposure  

b. Translation exposure  

c. Transaction exposure  

d. Balance sheet exposure  

 

 

38. Which of the methods below may be viewed as most effective in protecting against 

economic exposure?  

a. Futures market hedging  

b. Forward contract hedges  

c. Geographical diversification  

d.  Money market hedges  

 

39. When an enterprise has an unhedged receivable or payable denominated in a foreign 

currency and settlement of the obligation has not yet taken place, that firm is said to 

have:  

a. Tax exposure  

b. Operating exposure  

c. Infinite exposure  

d.  Transaction exposure 



40.  The potential for an increase or decrease in the parent's net worth and reported net 

income caused by a change in exchange rates since the last consolidation of international 

operations is a reflection of:  

a.  Translation exposure  

b. Exchange rate exposure  

c. Strategic exposure  

d. Economic exposure  

 

41. If one anticipates that the pound sterling is going to appreciate against the US dollar, one 

might speculate by _______ pound call options or ______ pound put options.  

a. buying; buying  

b. selling; buying  

c. selling; selling  

d. buying; selling  

 

 

42. Which of the following is true of foreign exchange markets?  

a.  The futures market is mainly used by hedgers while the forward market is mainly 

used for speculating.  

b.  The futures market and the forward market are mainly used for hedging.  

c.  The futures market is mainly used by speculators while the forward market is 

mainly used for hedging.  

d. The futures market and the forward market are mainly used for speculating. 

 

43. The difference between the value of a call option and a put option with the same 

exercise price is due primarily to:  

a. The greater liquidity of call options  

b. The use of continuous as opposed to discrete discounting  

c. The differential between the current stock price and the exercise price in present 

value terms  

d. The effect of dividends on the two securities  

 

 

44.  Which of the following is not an interest rate derivative used for interest rate 

management?  

a.  Swap  

b. Cap  

c. Floor  

d. All of the above are interest rate derivatives  

 

 

45. Counterparty risk is:  

a.  The risk of loss when exchange rates change during the period of a financial 

contract  

b. Based on the notional amount of the contract  

c. The risk of loss if the other party to a financial contract fails to honor its obligation  

d. Present only with exchange-traded options  

 



 

46. The impact of Foreign exchange rate on firm is called as 

a.  Operating Exposure  

b. Transaction exposure  

c. Translation exposure  

d. Business risk  

 

 

47.  Foreign currency forward market is 

a.  An over the counter unorganized market  

b. Organized market without trading  

c. Organized listed market  

d. Unorganized listed market  

 

 

48. Forward premium / differential depends upon  

a.  Currencies fluctuation  

b. Interest rate differential between two countries  

c. Demand & supply of two currencies  

d. Stock market returns 

 

 

49. If transaction exposure are in same dates, then it can be hedged 

a.  By purchasing single forward contract  

b. By purchasing multiple forward contract  

c. Cannot be hedged by forward contracts  

d. Both a and c 

 

50.  Interest rate swaps are usually possible because international financial markets in 

different countries are  

a. Efficient  

b. Perfect  

c. Imperfect  

d. Both a & b  

 

 

51.  The exchange rate is the  

a.  total yearly amount of money changed from one country’s currency to another 

country’s currency  

b.  total monetary value of exports minus imports  

c.  amount of country’s currency which can exchanged for one ounce of gold  

d. price of one country’s currency in terms of another country’s currency  

 

 

52. Exchange rates  

a.  are always fixed  

b. fluctuate to equate the quantity of foreign exchange demanded with the quantity 

supplied  

c. fluctuate to equate imports and exports  

d. fluctuate to equate rates of interest in various countries 



 

 

53. If the U.S. dollar appreciates relative to the British pound,  

a.  it will take fewer dollars to purchase a pound  

b. it will take more dollars to purchase a pound  

c. it is called a weakening of the dollar  

d. both a & c  

 

 

54. An arbitrageur in foreign exchange is a person who   

a.  earns illegal profit by manipulating foreign exchange  

b.  causes differences in exchange rates in different geographic markets  

c. simultaneously buys large amounts of a currency in one market and sell it in another 

market  

d. Both a and c 

 

55. A speculator in foreign exchange is a person who  

a.  buys foreign currency, hoping to profit by selling it a a higher exchange rate at some 

later date  

b.  earns illegal profit by manipulation foreign exchange  

c.  causes differences in exchange rates in different geographic markets  

d. Both a and c 

 

 

56.  The Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) theory is a good predictor of   

a.  all of the following:  

b. the long-run tendencies between changes in the price level and the exchange rate of 

two countries  

c. interest rate differentials between two countries when there are strong barriers 

preventing trade between the two countries  

d. either b or c 

 

 

57. According to the Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) theory,  

a.  Exchange rates between two national currencies will adjust daily to reflect price 

level differences in the two countries  

b. In the long run, inflation rates in different countries will equalize around the world  

c. In the long run, the exchange rates between two national currencies will reflect price 

level differences in the two countries  

d. None of the above  

 

 

58.  A floating exchange rate  

a. is determined by the national governments involved  

b. remains extremely stable over long periods of time  

c. is determined by the actions of central banks  

d. is allowed to vary according to market forces)  

Answer: Option D 

 

59.  Under a gold standard,  



a. a nation’s currency can be traded for gold at a fixed rate  

b. a nation’s central bank or monetary authority has absolute control over its money 

supply  

c. new discoveries of gold have no effect on money supply or prices  

d. a & b 

 

 

  

60.  The Bretton Woods accord 

a.  of 1879 created the gold standard as the basis of international finance  

b. of 1914 formulated a new international monetary system after the collapse of the 

gold standard  

c. of 1944 formulated a new international monetary system after the collapse of the 

gold standard  

d. Both a and c 

 

61. The current system of international finance is a  

a.  gold standard  

b. fixed exchange rate system  

c. floating exchange rate system  

d. managed float exchange rate system  

 

 

62. Ask quote is for 

a.  Seller  

b. Buyer  

c. Hedger  

d. Speculator  

 

63. A simultaneous purchase and sale of foreign exchange for two different dates is called 

a.  currency devalue  

b. currency swap  

c. currency valuation  

d. currency exchange  

 

 

64.   Global bond market consists of all bonds sold by issued companies, governments, or 

other firms 

a. within their own countries 

b. outside their own countries  

c. to London banks 

d. To developing nations only 

 

 

65. more instability in currency is called as 

a. country risk  

b. financial risk  

c.  currency risk  

d.  liquidity risk 

 



 

66. In a quote exchange rate, the currency that is to be purchase with another currency is 

called the  

a.  liquid currency  

b. foreign currency  

c. local currency  

d.  base currency  

 

 

67. An economist will define the exchange rate between two currencies as the:  

a.  Amount of one currency that must be paid in order to obtain one unit of another 

currency  

b. Difference between total exports and total imports within a country  

c. Price at which the sales and purchases of foreign goods takes place  

d. Ratio of import prices to export prices for a particular country  

 

 

 

 

68.  The Purchasing Power Parity should hold:  

a.  Under a fixed exchange rate regime  

b. Under a flexible exchange rate regime  

c. Under a dirty exchange rate regime  

d. Always  

 

 

69. Which of the following is NOT a criticism of a flexible exchange rate system?  

a.  Flexible exchange rates tend to be variable and therefore cause more uncertainty  

b. Flexible exchange rate systems require discipline on the part of central banks that 

may not be forthcoming  

c. Under flexible exchange rates, trading countries tend to rely more heavily upon 

tariffs and other restrictions  

d. The flexible exchange rate system reduces the power of fiscal policy 

 

 

70. Arbitrageurs in foreign exchange markets:  

a.  attempt to make profits by outguessing the market  

b. make their profits through the spread between bid and offer rates of exchange  

c. take advantage of the small inconsistencies that develop between markets 

d. need foreign exchange in order to buy foreign goods  

 

 

71. It is very difficult to interpret news in foreign exchange markets because:  

a.  very little information is publicly available  

b.  most of the news is foreign  

c.  it is difficult to know which news is relevant to future exchange rates  

d.  it is difficult to know whether the news has been obtained legally  

 

 

72. Covered interest rate parity occurs as the result of:  



a.  the actions of market-makers  

b.  interest rate arbitrage  

c.  purchasing power parity  

d.  stabilizing speculation  

 

 

 

 

73.  A/An ________ is an agreement between a buyer and seller that a fixed amount of one 

currency will be delivered at a specified rate for some other currency 

a.  Eurodollar transaction  

b.  import/export exchange  

c.  foreign exchange transaction  

d.  interbank market transaction  

 

 

74. Which of the following may be participants in the foreign exchange markets?  

a.  bank and nonbank foreign exchange dealers  

b. central banks and treasuries  

c. speculators and arbitragers  

d. All of the above  

 

 

75. A forward contract to deliver British pounds for US dollars could be described either as 

________ or ________) 

a.  buying dollars forward; buying pounds forward  

b. selling pounds forward; selling dollars forward  

c.  selling pounds forward; buying dollars forward  

d.  selling dollars forward; buying pounds forward 

 

 

76. Exchange rate entail delivery of trade currency within two business days know as  

a.  forward rate  

b. future rate  

c.  spot rate  

d.  bid rate  

 

 

77.  Differences in nominal interest rates are removed in exchange rate is  

a. fisher effect  

b.  Leontief paradox.  

c.  Combined equilibrium theory.  

d.  purchasing power parity  

 

Answer: Option A 

 

 

 

78. Simplicity with which bondholders and shareholders can change their investments into 

cash is known  



a.  barter  

b.  hedging  

c. arbitrage  

d.  liquidity  

 

 

79.  Eurobonds are admired because  

a. they are less risky than traditional bonds  

b.  European companies are considered very stable  

c. of absence of government regulation  

d. they are always denominated in euro  

 

 

80. Bid quote is for   

a.  seller  

b.  buyer  

c.  hedger  

d.  speculator  

 

 

81. Bid-ask spread in foreign exchange market is the  

a.  price of currency in foreign exchange market  

b.  Difference between bid and ask quotes for a currency  

c.  price at which a bank will buy a currency  

d. price a bank will pay for a currency  

 

82. Not aim of international capital market is  

a.  preserving hard currencies to finance trade deficits  

b.  reducing cost of money to borrowers  

c.  reducing investor risk  

d.  expanding money supply for borrowers  

 

 

83. Which of following causes do investors employ foreign exchange market 

a. currency hedging  

b.  currency speculation  

c.  currency conversion  

d. Both a and c 

 

 

84. In 1944 international accord is recognized as  

a.  Breton Wood Agreement  

b.  Exchange Agreement  

c.  International Trade  

d.  Fisher Effect  

 

 

85. If a company agreements today for several future date of real currency exchange, they 

will be building use of a  

a. stock rate  



b.  stock rate  

c.  futures rate  

d.  forward rate  

 

 

86. International Money Market is for about  

a.  2 years  

b.  3 years  

c.  5 years  

d.  1 years  

 

87. Case of foreign exchange  

a.  Exchange of claims denominated in another currency.  

b. exchange of bank deposits  

c.  Exchange of cash issued by a foreign central bank.  

d.  All of above.  

 

88. Gold standard introduced in  

a.  1913  

b.  1990  

c.  1876  

d.  1944  

 

 

89. Market in which currencies buy and sell and their prices settle on is called the  

a.  Eurocurrency market  

b.  international capital market  

c.  international bond market  

d.  foreign exchange market  

 

90. International capital market  

a.  innovative financial instruments  

b.  information technology  

c.  deregulation  

d.  foreign exchange rates  

 

91. Order cost is cost of the  

a. executing order  

b.  processing order  

c.  opportunity cost  

e.  Both a and c 

 

 

 

 

92. International capital market  

a.  limits available set of lending opportunities  

b.  increases overall portfolio risk for investors  



c.  allows investors to reduce risk by holding international securities whose price move 

independently  

d.  is easily accessible to everyone  

93. Ask quote is for  

a.  Seller  

b.  Buyer  

c.  hedger  

d.  speculator  

 

 

94. A firm that purpose to connect sellers and buyers of foreign currency denominated bank 

deposits is entitled  

a. a wholesaler  

b. a broker  

c. a bank  

d. an investor  

 

 

 

95. A simultaneous purchase and sale of foreign exchange for two different dates 

a.  currency devalue  

b. currency swap  

c.  currency valuation  

d.  currency exchange  

 

 

96. If your local currency is in variable form and foreign currency is in fixed form quotation 

will be:   

a. indirect  

b. direct  

c.  local form  

d.  foreign form  

 

97. In a quote exchange rate, currency that is to be purchase with another currency is called:  

a. liquid currency  

b. foreign currency  

c.  local currency  

d.  base currency  

 

 

 

98. Holding an inventory have  

a. buying cost  

b.  selling cost  

c.  opportunity cost  

d.  exchange rate risk  

 

 

99. Today, important factor that result in augmentation in international bond market is  

a.  low interest rates  



b. high interest rates  

c.  moderate interest rates  

d. Both a and c 

 

 

 

 

100. World _______ 

a.  interbank market  

b. Eurocurrency market  

c.  securities exchanges  

d.  over-the-counter market  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


